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Abstract
It is told that the soul or spirit of a living being is everlasting and not bounded by space and time. Modern
science does not believe on the existence of soul and the reality of the soul from a dead living being
taking place in rebirth. In Hindu religious literatures such as Vedas, Upanishads, Puranas, Ramayana,
Mahabharata, Bhagavad Gita and Yogas etc., the characteristics and activities of the soul are clearly
described. Also in all other religious literatures like Tripitaka, Bible, Quran etc. the presence of soul in a
living body and after death is deliberated. In this paper, detailed study of soul is delineated from different
point of views. The existence of a soul can be established by planchette process with the help of living
persons as mediums or carriers. So many types of information about past and future happenings can be
known from the soul of a dead person in planchette, although correctness of the future predictions
depends on the knowledge of the incoming dead person. It is determined from Modern Quantum Theory
of physics that actually a soul is waves like electromagnetic waves having fixed very high frequency and
very low wavelength range with a very low potential or voltage. Hence, soul is never ending after death
of a living being, and it bears the acquaintance of the living being for an indefinite period of time.
Keywords: Soul or Spirit or Atman or Brahma, Vedas, Upanishads, Puranas, Ramayana, Mahabharata,
Bhagavad Gita, Yogas, Tripitaka, Bible, Quran, Planchette, Ectoplasm, Waves, Electromagnetic Waves,
Modern Quantum Theory.

1. Introduction
The little word ‘Soul is Eternal’ – after death the existence of a living being does not vanish
from this world, its soul is moving inside and outside the earth for an indefinite period of time.
Those do not believe the existence after death, they feel that death is the last stage of a life, but
today in this scientific age, some facts are not able to explain in a correct innovative scientific
way. It is expected that in the coming age, the existence of soul and its activity will be brought
out in more scientific experimental method, by that way people will be aware about soul and
existence of a living being after death. In ancient Indian Hindu religious literatures such as
Vedas, Upanishads (called Vedanta, i.e., précis of Vedas), Puranas, Ramayana, Mahabharata,
Bhagavad Gita and Yogas etc. cultured the nature of soul in more sophisticated manner [1−8].
Most of the Indian Hindu religious books were written in Sanskrit language which was the
main language of Arya people. In the Bhagavad Gita, Lord Krishna (Vishnu) described soul
and its nature in a very simple understanding manner like below [6−7]:
Abinashi Tu Tadbidhi Yana Sarbamidang Tatam |
Binashamabayasayasya Na Kaschitkaturmaharti ||
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(in Sanskrit language)
[In the Gita, Sankhyayoga sloke 17]

It means − Soul is alone to be imperishable which pervades this universe; for that no one has
power to destroy this imperishable being, i.e., indestructible.
Na Jayate Mriyate Ba Kadachit |
Nayang Bhutya Bhabita Ba Na Bhuyo ||
Ajo Nitya Shasatyahayang Purano |
Na Hanyate Hanyamane Sarire ||
[Sankhyayoga sloke 20]
~1~
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It means – Whatever things we like, those are for soul only.
On the other hand in the Mundaka Upanishad, the way of
developing or boosting soul was presented that –

It means – The soul is never born and it never dies; nor does it
become after being born. For this, it is unborn, eternal,
everlasting and primeval; even though when the body is slain,
the soul is not slain.

Sateyn Lavyastupasa Hayes Atman Sameyg Ganeno
Brahamacharjen Nityam |
Antasarire Jyotirmoya Hi Shubhro Yang Pashyanti Yatya
Khindosha ||
(In Sanskrit language)
It means – Soul can be elevated or boosted by continuous
pursuit of truthfulness (satya), perseverance austerity (tapas),
correct knowledge and sex hormone preservation (avoiding
sexual pleasure); then self soul will exist with high power in
our internal bodies; only sinless yogis (saints) can achieve this
soul and feel its presence.
In the Bible [10] Lord Jesus told, “Truly, truly, I say to you,
unless one is born of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter the
kingdom of God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and
that which is born of the Spirit is spirit. Do not marvel that I
said to you, ‘You must be born again.’ The wind blows where
it wishes, and you hear its sound, but you do not know where
it comes from or where it goes. So it is with everyone who is
born of the Spirit.” Here the Spirit indicates soul.
It is said in the Quran [11] that death describes as the taking up
of the souls, which is accomplished by the Almighty Allah
and the angel of death (Malakul Maut). Thus Raghib Isfahani
has stated that ‘Tawaffi’ implies taking up of the reality of a
thing completely. Death of man is explained in such a way
that when the death of a person approaches his worldly reality
is completely taken up through the Almighty Allah and the
angel of death and nothing from it is wasted. That which is
taken up leaving nothing behind is nothing but the soul of
man. If man had been only a body without a soul, nothing
would have remained that it should be taken up by the
Almighty Allah and the angels, as the body of every man after
death will decay and deteriorate.
In primeval age different Indian yogis (saints) gather
sufficient knowledge regarding the study of soul and its
utilisation in social life. By this saint Valmiki brought life
(rebirth) in the dead bodies of Bharat, Lakshmana, Shatrughna
and their soldiers after being dead by Lav and Kush as recited
in the Ramayana [4]. Then Adi Shankaracharya replaced his
own soul in the dead body of a king to know the knowledge
of family life. By this process, Lord Buddha came to know his
previous life histories which deliberated to his disciples as
noted down in Tripitaka [9]. In all other different religious
literatures such as Tripitaka, Bible, Quran etc., the existence
of soul in a living body and after being dead was proclaimed
[9−11]
. In modern age different Indian erudite saints earned
enough knowledge about soul (atman) – among them,
Ramakrishna Paramahamsa was the best example, because his
internal soul identified Naren and by stirring the soul of
Naren, boosted him to Swami Vivekananda [8].

Then Lord Krishna describes the soul in more detailed
analysis such as –
Nainang Chidannti Sashtrani Nainang Dahati Pabaka |
Na Chainang Cledayanantyapo Na Shosoyati Maruta ||
[Sankhyayoga sloke 23]
It means – Weapons cannot cut soul (it) nor can fire burn it;
water cannot wet it nor can wind dry it.
Achedayahaemadahoyhaemakledayahososhya Abo Cha |
Nitya Sarbogato Sthanurchalohayang Sanatana ||
[Sankhyayoga sloke 24]
It means – For the above reasons, this soul is incapable of
being cut, or burnt by fire; nor can it be dissolved by water
and is undriable by air as well; this soul is eternal, allpervading, immovable, unified, constant and everlasting.
We can get clear idea of soul from the above description
given by Lord Krishna in the Bhagavad Gita. It is still now
unexplained by modern scientists and technologists. On the
other hand prior to Bhagavad Gita in Vedas, Upanishads and
Puranas etc. of Hindu religious literatures in India, the
detailed discussion on soul was narrated [1–8]. From there we
can have the real theme and characteristics of soul. For
example, in the Isha Upanishad, it was told [2] –
Anejdekang Manso Jabio Nainadebba Apluban Purbamarsat |
Tardabatohanyanteyti Tishthat Tashminanapo Matrishba
Dadhati ||
(In Sanskrit language)
It means – Soul (Brahma), being unique and motionless, is
moving with velocity greater than mind; Gods or different
sensitive organs of a living body cannot catch it (soul),
because it travels very fast speed and before all; consequently
it overtakes all fastest forces in the earth and universe. Being
present in this world, this soul (living force) accumulates all
the forces resting in this world.
Then in the Katho Upanishad, it was stated –
Eko Bashi Sarbobhutantaratma Ekong Rupang Bahudha Ya
Karoti |
Tamatmasthang Yehanupashyainti Dhirasteshang Sukhang
Shashyatang Netaresham ||
(In Sanskrit language)
It means – Soul is unitary (one); controls all living and nonliving beings; it is internal existence of all bodies; being one
but it elaborates in many decorated ways; it is seen by learned
wise persons in their own internal feelings, as such those
persons enjoy real peace and happy in this world, others are
deprived from that.
Again in the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad Rishi (saint) Jagbalka
replied against the question of Maitree that –

2. Existence of Soul Established by Planchette Process
In the present study about existence of a dead person is
determined by the presence of his/her soul (spirit) in the earth
by planchette process [12−15]. Planchette is an instrument with a
cork (metallic base) played on a wooden board written
different alphanumeric characters with Yes and No in two
corners. In the cork 3~5 persons’ fingertips are placed, one or
more persons act as mediums who think for the dead person
whose soul has to be brought. Different planchette boards are
shown in Fig. 1.

Atmanastu Kamaya Sarbong Priyang Bhabati ||
(In Sanskrit language)
~2~
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Fig. 1: Different Planchette Boards.

of very high frequency (f) and very low wave length (λ) range
which has velocity equal to light waves. In each living being,
the frequency of the waves (soul) differs from that of the
other living beings. Also range of waves’ (soul’s) frequency
for one kind of animals are separated from that of the other
type of animals, and in a species of animals this range of
frequencies for waves (souls) is fixed or constant. One animal
is having certain frequency for its waves (self soul) belonging
to that particular range of frequencies allotted for the species,
although these allocation of frequencies of waves (souls) for
different animals in the species are narrowly spaced.
Therefore, each living body possesses certain fixed frequency
waves, called as its soul (self soul), which identifies its nature,
characteristics, behaviour and status. The intention of a living
body is to upgrade its present frequency of the waves (soul) to
higher frequency by continuous good or positive works in its
physical life span. According to its achievement or work
done, the frequency of its waves (soul) is either uplifted or
downgraded, and the living body (person) is regarded either
as superior or inferior. These waves (soul) having particular
frequency is flowing inside the living body, when the living
body is not able to afford its flow, i.e., the waves are
obstructed due to failure of body organs, that waves (soul) are
coming outside from the living body and the living body is
turned to a dead body. Then the waves (soul) are mixed in air,
it (waves or soul) travels in air and space with very high speed
as the speed of light, it can take part to rebirth as new born
living being, but some portion of its waves (soul) having
particular frequency remain in air and space as existence of its
earlier life for an indefinite period of time which can be called
or caught by planchette process. For this reason, we can seize
the soul (waves) of a person by planchette who was dead
before a long time. Therefore, the waves (soul) of a living
person bear the existence of the person after being dead. The
reason of birth as a living being is to change the frequency of
earlier life waves (soul) by continuous working in present life.
There are existing waves having wide range of frequencies
(from 0.1 Hz ~ infinity Hz) in the earth and universe which
are told as Brahma (Ultimate Reality) in the Bhagavad Gita
and other Hindu religious literatures, out of those waves,
every living being is having very little portion (range of
frequency) called as its self soul like a spoon of water from
the ocean. The waves (soul) possessed by a living being is
having very low potential or voltage (intensity), for that it is
very difficult to identify waves (soul) by a measurement
instrument such as frequency meter. However, the time will
come when scientists and technologists will be able to
overcome these difficulties and to analysis the characteristics
of each waves (self soul) very accurately.

Planchette started from Victorian era 1852. Generally
planchette is doing by two procedures; any dead person’s soul
can be fetched on the fingertips of other living persons or
replaced the soul of a living person, but replacing the living
person’s soul by the dead person’s soul and vice versa is very
dangerous process, because if the dead person’s soul does not
leave the living person’s body within a certain time, then
living person’s soul cannot enter into his/her body, and
ultimately the living person faces to death. Therefore,
planchette is done by board or simply written on slate or
earth. After appearing the soul of the dead person, the
planchette doers lose control over their fingers and brains
(hypnotized), and the cork is moving automatically on the
board or earth. When the dead person’s soul is fetched on the
living person/persons body or fingertips called medium or
carrier, the medium loses control over him, then he/she
behaves as the dead person whose soul is impressed. Then
planchette doer (medium) can remind or answer all works of
the dead person what he/she had done in his living period,
e.g., if he/she (incoming soul) was a great poet, the medium
can read or write his/her poems. If any past happenings are
asked to the incoming soul during planchette period, the
medium (incoming soul) tells or answers correctly; on the
other hand if future happenings or predictions are asked, the
incoming soul informs by guess – it may be correct or not,
probability of correct future predictions are more from the
soul of the dead person who was great and noble one during
living period. For this reason, living scholars and saints are
paid the highest respect all over the world, because their souls
consist of very high frequency and high energy. There were
so many learned persons in the world who were actively
participated in planchette and completely believed the
presence of soul after being dead, e.g., Michael Faraday,
James Braid, William Butler Yeats from U. K., French
chemist Michel Eugene Chevreul, American psychologists
William James and Ray Hyman, Indian scholars and saints
Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore, Rishi Aurobindo Ghosh,
Ramakrishna Paramahamsa etc.
3. Scientific Explanation of Soul
Actually what is the matter constituted in a soul? Sometimes
past in western world (around 1930) it was told that a soul is
made of ectoplasm named very fine matters which are not
shown by eyes in light, but in complete darkness it may be
visible like white colour fumes [12−15]. Later on scientists
cannot find the existence of ectoplasm. Therefore, it is a
wrong concept only. After going the study of soul as
discussed in Hindu and other religious books, soul has
complete resemblance with present day’s waves in the form
~3~
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Since our population rises in the world day by day, therefore
the number of souls (waves) is increasing enormously. This
can be explained by wave’s theory. By changing the
frequency very small amount like 10−14 Hz or less, we can
have as many types of waves, e.g., we can collect water as per
need from a sea.

Now it is completely understood that the acquaintance of the
soul in a living being is waves having certain range of high
frequencies (greater than 1010 Hz) and very low wave lengths
(less than 1 cm) with very low potential or voltage. This can
be explained by Max Planck and Albert Einstein’s Modern
Quantum Theory (Mechanics) such as waves (soul) consist of
photon particles which comprise of electromagnetic waves,
[16−18]
and the energy (E) possessed by the waves or photon
particles are calculated. Photon is a massless and chargeless
elementary particle, having both particle and wave properties.
If the energy of each photon (waves or soul) is E;
Then, E = hf

5. Conclusion
It is observed that after departing physical body by a living
being from this world, its own soul (self waves) exists in the
world and universe for an indistinct period of time, which
bears the memory of its living time. Therefore, the cause of
living life is to flow of particular waves (self soul) having
fixed frequency and wave length through a body, and
continuously to upgrade its frequency. The guidance of a life
and its future happenings (predictions) can be known from the
soul of the dead person who was a learned great person in
living time. It is perceived that the souls of the dead persons
do not consider happy in this materialistic world. They are
always happy and peaceful in their unobstructed motion,
unhindered freeness, demand less wanting, and unfeeling
enjoyment. When they are caught in planchette process, they
express repeatedly – “Please leave me, I am in distress!”

.......................(1)

Where h is called Planck’s Constant, h = 6.626 × 10−34 joulesecond; f is the frequency of the waves or soul.
If now velocity of waves (soul) is c and λ be the wave length
𝑐
of the waves (soul), we know, fλ = c, then f = ,
Therefore, E = hf =

ℎ𝑐
𝜆

𝜆

.......................(2)

Velocity of a soul, c is equal to the velocity of light,
Hence, c = 2.9979 × 108 meters/second or 1,86,000
miles/second.
Now if the wavelength (λ) of the waves (soul) is having low
value and the frequency (f) of the waves is belonging to high
value, that waves (soul) possess high energy (E) and can pass
through a wide region in air and space [16-18]. As a result it is
observed that if a person raised as great and advanced position
in living life, his/her soul (waves) can reach to the upper level
or plane in space or universe after being dead. So, if anybody
is asked – “Who are you?”, the person can reply – “I am
waves (soul) like electromagnetic waves having specific
frequency and wavelength range”. Thus soul (waves) is
immortal and profoundly exists after death of a living body.
Hence, an earthly body is mortal or ending; but its soul
(waves) remains forever as it is.
Therefore, soul is identified as waves belonging to the
frequency spectrum of electromagnetic waves only.
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4. The Effect of Doing Continuous Planchette on Medium
The living person, who is taking part in planchette process for
picking the soul of the dead persons, is called medium or
carrier. After doing planchette for a long period, the medium
is becoming weak, laziness, less self-confidence and
abnormal type, because each living body is constructed on the
basis of a particular waves’ (soul) flow having fixed
frequency. When different waves having various frequencies
are flowing through a living body (medium) at the time of
planchette, the body cells of the medium are disturbed from
natural growth and vegetation (water particles), the medium
lost its synchronization with the frequency of its original
waves (self soul), and as a result he/she cannot do normal
function properly. Moreover, the circuits of his/her brain
(neurons) are not under control of the medium’s soul during
planchette. For this, the medium confuses memory functions
(power) very soon, and cannot lead a normal life. At the same
time other organs like heart, lungs, kidney etc. of the medium
are seriously damaged which makes his/her living life span
short. Therefore, it is suggested to avoid participating in
planchette process on regular basis. To enjoy the life in
complete peace, the specific waves (self soul) has to flow
throughout the living body without any obstruction, e.g., in
sound sleep or meditation (Samadhi) condition.
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